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Abstract: The challenging task of generating a synthetic time series at finer temporal scales than the
observed data, embeds the reconstruction of a number of essential statistical quantities at the desirable
(i.e., lower) scale of interest. This paper introduces a parsimonious and general framework for the
downscaling of statistical quantities based solely on available information at coarser time scales. The
methodology is based on three key elements: (a) the analysis of statistics’ behaviour across multiple
temporal scales; (b) the use of parametric functions to model this behaviour; and (c) the exploitation
of extrapolation capabilities of the functions to downscale the associated statistical quantities at
finer scales. Herein, we demonstrate the methodology using residential water demand records
and focus on the downscaling of the following key quantities: variance, L-variation, L-skewness
and probability of zero value (no demand; intermittency), which are typically used to parameterise
a stochastic simulation model. Specifically, we downscale the above statistics down to a 1 min
scale, assuming two scenarios of initial data resolution, i.e., 5 and 10 min. The evaluation of the
methodology on several cases indicates that the four statistics can be well reconstructed. Going one
step further, we place the downscaling methodology in a more integrated modelling framework for
a cost-effective enhancement of fine-resolution records with synthetic ones, embracing the current
limited availability of fine-resolution water demand measurements.

Keywords: downscaling of statistical quantities; fine temporal scales; multi-scale analysis; scaling
laws; residential water demand; smart meters; cost-effective enrichment of records

1. Introduction

Risk-aware analysis and modelling of water systems typically involve stochastic
simulation schemes to generate statistically consistent synthetic scenarios for the variables
and processes of interest. These scenarios are used to drive water system operation
models, thus propagating the inputs’ uncertainty to the outputs of interest. Such Monte-
Carlo experiments require measurements to allow the formulation and parameterization
of stochastic simulation models. However, as the scale of interest is getting lower, the
availability of data is being limited substantially, both in terms of the length of records and
their spatial coverage. From the realm of geophysical processes, an indicative example is
rainfall records, whose availability is much wider at daily temporal scales than at much
finer ones (i.e., from minutes to hours), which are typically involved in flood and urban
hydrology studies.

Another characteristic example of limited availability of records is met at the domain
of residential water demand, which is a key element of urban water systems and, at the
same time, one of the most influential sources of uncertainty, due to its high spatio-temporal
variability across all scales. The advent of smart metering systems (e.g., see [1,2]) supported
the collection of water demand measurements at fine temporal (e.g., even down to the
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scale of 1 s) and spatial (e.g., at the household or even appliance level) scales. However, the
current availability of fine-resolution water demand measurements (e.g., 1 min or lower
time step) at the single-household level remains limited, both in terms of the length of
records and number of meters. Currently, the massive installation and actual large-scale
deployment of such systems with high-resolution metering capabilities are hampered by
several factors (see [3–5] and references therein, as well as the discussion in Section 4).
On the other hand, the less costly and energy-efficient (in terms of greater autonomy and
longer lifetime) devices with coarser metering resolution (e.g., 10 or 15 min) concentrate
(at least in theory) much greater potentiality for a quicker and wider deployment in the
near future.

In this context, a major question that arises is whether, and to what extent, it is possible
to exploit the available coarser-resolution measurements, to enable the reconstruction of
statistical quantities at finer temporal scales, or even more, to parameterize a stochastic
simulation model. In this work, we provide a remedy to this challenge, targeting especially
the modelling of discrete-time processes. To name a few indicative examples of such
types of models, pulse-based schemes (e.g., [6–11]) are usually fitted on the basis of some
low-order summary statistics (i.e., mean, variance and probability of zero value) regarding
the marginal properties of the process and low-order autocorrelation coefficients regarding
its dependence structure, at a single or multiple time scales. Moreover, similar information
is also used to fit probability distribution models and stochastic structures incorporated in
discrete-time stochastic simulation schemes [12–22]. Consequently, the estimation of the
key statistical characteristics of the process at the time scale of interest is the first, and of
paramount importance, step for the generation of synthetic time series.

In light of the above, the key question/challenge studied in the present work can be
synopsized as:

Is it possible to downscale/estimate/reconstruct statistical quantities of a process at fine
time scales, given that only coarser-resolution measurements are available?

In an attempt to provide an answer to this question, this work proposes a new general
methodological framework to address the above Statistics’ Downscaling problem. The
methodology is based on the combination of the three following elements:

(a) Multi-scale analysis of the statistical quantity of interest (i.e., obtain estimates at
multiple levels of temporal aggregation);

(b) Parsimonious, and theoretically consistent, parametric functions to model the multi-
scale behaviour of the quantity of interest;

(c) Exploitation of extrapolation capabilities of the functions to downscale the associated
statistical quantities at finer scales.

In plain words, the core idea of the methodology is the identification of a scaling law
for the statistic of interest, and the description of this law through a parametric function,
which, among other benefits, allows the downscaling/reconstruction of the statistic at
lower time scales, thus formulating and solving a problem analogous to that of (lower-scale)
extrapolation [23].

The above-mentioned elements are aligned with other relevant research efforts in the
wider field of stochastic analysis and modelling. In particular, the treatment of stochastic
processes on a multi-scale context holds a prominent position in the field of geophysical
sciences (e.g., see [24–27]), along with the derivation of scaling laws for specific characteris-
tics of the processes, such as the variance (e.g., [18,28]) and probability of zero value [29].
Especially, the problem of downscaling rainfall processes (e.g., from daily to hourly scale)
is one of the most iconic, attracting the interest of several researchers (e.g., [28,30–32]).

This work extends the current state-of-play, providing a general and parsimonious
methodological framework, also applicable for the downscaling of other types of moments,
both bounded and unbounded, such as the L-variance and L-skewness [33], further to the
more typical ones (i.e., the variance and probability of zero value). Going one step further,
we also pay attention to the practical aspects and implications of the proposed downscaling
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methodology, and we discuss how we can take advantage of such a development to enhance
the availability of fine-resolution records which remain limited both in terms of length and
spatial coverage. In this context, we place the proposed downscaling methodology in a
more integrated modelling framework for the enhancement of water demand records at
fine time scales (e.g., 1 min), going beyond the description of key statistical quantities of this
non-physical process at multiple levels of aggregation (e.g., [34,35]). Specifically, we discuss
a cost-effective solution that takes advantage of coarser-resolution measurements, rather
than resorting to the costly and impractical installation of high-resolution metering devices.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 formalizes the Statistics’ Downscaling
problem, introduces the key concepts and the downscaling methodological framework,
and presents candidate parametric functions/models suitable to describe, in a multi-scale
context, key statistical quantities typically involved in stochastic simulation schemes (in
particular: the variance, probability of zero value, L-variation and L-skewness). Section 3
demonstrates the methodology in the downscaling of key statistical quantities of water
demand measurements from a dataset from Milford (Ohio, USA). Section 4 discusses
practical implications of the downscaling methodology in the field of water demand
processes, providing an integrated modelling framework for the enrichment of water
demand datasets at fine time scales, taking advantage of cost-effective smart metering
solutions. Finally, Section 5 concludes the present work, summarising its findings and
providing recommendations for future research.

2. A Methodological Framework for the Temporal Downscaling of
Statistical Quantities

A key conceptual element of the proposed methodology, to address the Statistics’
Downscaling problem, is the multi-temporal (i.e., across multiple temporal scales) analysis
and modelling of the probabilistic characteristics of stochastic processes. Such an approach
provides, in general, a more complete and theoretically consistent treatment of the sub-
ject [24], but it is also associated with practical aspects. On the one hand, in the modelling
applications, a wide range of spatio-temporal scales is involved, depending on the type and
requirements of the analysis. On the other hand, usually, the spatio-temporal scale of the
simulation of a system is different than the scale of the available information (e.g., water de-
mand or rainfall series with finer or coarser time steps). Such a case is essentially reflected
in the bottom-up reconstruction of the nodal demands of a distribution network [36], which
also entails the reproduction of the characteristics of the process at higher spatio-temporal
aggregation levels, further to the finer (initial) scale of simulation of the processes to be
aggregated. The inverse context (i.e., information is available at a coarser scale than the one
required by the modelling application) entails much more challenges and is encountered
in the everyday modelling activities of researchers and engineers, especially when fine
spatio-temporal scales are involved. A characteristic example of such a case is encountered
in flood studies where daily rainfall records are usually available at the area studied, while
the simulation of the system’s regime at an hourly, or finer, time step is typically required.

The second key element of the proposed methodology is the use of parsimonious,
and theoretically consistent, parametric functions to model the multi-temporal behaviour
of the statistical quantity of interest. Such a modelling approach has several advantages.
Particularly, it is parsimonious since it allows the description of the entire behaviour of the
statistic across scales via a small set of parameters, resulting in smoother profiles compared
to that of sample estimations. Moreover, the parametric expression models the values
of empirical estimates, also allowing the expansion of the estimation to higher temporal
scales (i.e., extrapolation at coarser scales), where the sample size is small, and hence
the empirical estimations are highly sensitive and uncertain. Inversely, in a backward
extrapolation concept (i.e., extrapolation at lower scales), the parametric model can provide
estimations of the statistic at finer temporal scales. Both procedures can find applicability in
the stochastic simulation of water demand processes since, on the one hand, fine-resolution
observed records are limited, and hence, lower-scale extrapolation can be used to provide
estimations of unknown quantities, and on the other hand, demand records are short,
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and the estimation of statistics at high aggregation levels is unreliable. Furthermore, the
parametric model essentially provides scaling laws (relationships), while its parsimony
(involving two or three parameters) fosters the potentiality for its transferability and
deployment to other cases (see also the discussion in Section 4).

As presented in detail in the next section, the methodological framework takes advan-
tage of the extrapolation capabilities of the proposed parametric functions to downscale
the statistical quantities at finer time scales on the basis of coarser-resolution estimations.
Although the framework can be applied for any statistical quantity, here we focus on
the necessary elements (in terms of minimum required statistical information) to set up
typical stochastic simulation models, e.g., pulse-based and models that describe directly the
discrete-time process, such as the Nataf-based models. The statistics studied are the (a) prob-
ability of zero value (no demand), as well as the (b) variance, (c) L-variation and (d) L-skewness
of the mixed process (including both zero and non-zero values). Further to its role on the
marginal behaviour of the process, the description of the variance on a multi-temporal
basis leads directly to the description of the auto-dependence structure of the process, a
key element of the stochastic simulation schemes.

Subsequent sections introduce the key concepts adopted herein, along with the
methodological framework to downscale statistical quantities at finer scales. Next, it
presents candidate parametric functions, suitable to describe key statistical quantities in a
multi-scale context and support lower-scale extrapolation.

2.1. Key Concepts, Notation, and the Methodological Framework

Given a stationary univariate discrete-time process Xt, where t = 1, 2, . . . is the time
index at a basic time scale k = 1, the discrete-time aggregated process X(k)

l (l is also a time
index) at any higher time scale k ∈ N is defined as:

X(k)
l :=

kl

∑
t=(l−1)k+1

Xt (1)

The discrete-time averaged process x(k)l can be obtained in a similar way by averaging
the basic discrete-time process in the time intervals [(l − 1)k + 1, kl] or can be derived from
the aggregated process as x(k)l = X(k)

l /k.

At each time scale k, the averaged process x(k)l has a marginal distribution Fx(k)(x) and

an auto-covariance structure c(k)τ := Cov
[

x(k)l , x(k)l+τ

]
, where τ is the time lag. Furthermore,

we denote any statistical quantity m(k) of the process as a function of scale k, which is
given by m(k) := G

(
x(k)l

)
, where G(·) is a function (e.g., a statistical estimator) applied

to the statistical quantity of interest. For instance, G[ · ] may represent a moment (e.g.,
variance) of the process, or a quantile (e.g., median).

As discussed above, this paper investigates the Statistics’ Downscaling problem, con-
cerning the downscaling (i.e., reconstructing/estimating) of statistical quantities of stochas-
tic processes at finer time scales, exploiting information that is available at the coarser
scales. A graphical representation of the problem, and the methodological framework
proposed herein to address it, is given in Figure 1, while an implementation using water
demand time series is showcased in Section 3.
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Figure 1. Graphical explanation of the methodological framework for the downscaling of statistical
quantities at fine temporal scales.

Revisiting the key question posed in the introductory section, the Statistics’ Downscal-
ing problem can be formulated as follows:

Given that a set of statistical quantities, {m(i), m(i× 2), . . . , m(i× n)}, is known at
time scales i up to i× n, where n = 1, 2, . . . is an integer index, downscale (reconstruct)
the statistical quantity m̂(j) at a finer time scale j, where j ∈ [1, i) and is an integer.

To provide a remedy to this problem and enable the downscaling of a statistical quantity at
finer time scales, we propose a simple and parsimonious approach that can be summarised
in the following steps:

Step 0. Considering the resolution of the available time-series data, define the lowest
resolution of interest j, and without the loss of generality, treat it as the basic scale, and
hence k = j = 1 (blue dashed vertical line in Figure 1). For instance, when a time series of
10 min resolution is available, and the lowest resolution of interest is assumed to be 1 min,
i.e., k = j = 1, then all coarser-scale processes are constructed based on the latter resolution.
For example, under this assumption, the time scales of 10 min, hourly and daily processes
derive according to Equation (1) for k = 10, k = 60 and k = 1440, respectively.

Step 1. Given the observed time series, which now corresponds to time scale k = i (black
dashed horizontal line in Figure 1), estimate the statistical quantity of interest at coarser time
scales i× n, where n = 1, 2, . . . nmax, i.e., estimate {m(i), m(i× 2), . . . , m(i× nmax)}.

Continuing the example from Step 0, and hence i = 10, estimate the set of quantities
{m(10), m(10× 2), . . . , m(10× nmax)} (red dots in Figure 1).

Step 2a. Select a parametric function H(k; θ), where θ is a vector of parameters, suit-
able to model the statistical quantity of interest, and hence provide estimates m̂(k) = H(k; θ).

Step 2b. Fit the selected function m̂(k) = H(k; θ) on the set of known statistical
quantities {m(i), m(i× 2), . . . , m(i× nmax)}. The fitted function is displayed via a black
solid line in Figure 1.

This implies solving an optimisation problem with the following formulation:

argmin
θ

i nmax

∑
k=i

(
1− m̂(k)

m(k)

)2
(2)
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The objective function minimized in Equation (2) corresponds to the sum of the
squared relative difference between observed and modelled quantities, and, of course,
other alternative error metrics can be also employed.

Step 3. Using the fitted model, estimate the statistical quantity of interest m̂(j) at the
finer time scale j ∈ [1, i). Estimations at finer scales are represented by the blue dashed line
in Figure 1.

The use of a parametric function to model the scaling behaviour of a statistical quantity
lies at the core of the proposed methodology. Key advantages of this approach are its
parsimony (in terms of parameters) as well as its ability to perform extrapolations to lower
and coarser scales. Further to these, it is important to note that the method does not require
any transformation to be applied to the data records (e.g., logarithmic transformation)
prior to the estimation of the statistics. Furthermore, the proposed methodology adopts an
unsupervised approach in the sense that it solely uses coarser-resolution estimations of the
statistic at hand, without requiring prior training (i.e., performing a fitting/learning task)
on the basis of a reference series (i.e., data/statistics at lower temporal scales).

The form of the parametric expression to model the scaling behaviour of a statistical
quantity is dictated by its specific characteristic. For instance, the mean value µ(k) of the
averaged process x(k)l is constant across time scales, and hence a simple function of the form
H(k) = µ(1) suffices to describe its scaling behaviour. Essentially, once the mean value is
known at a scale k, it is known across the entire range of scales, and hence the estimation at
a finer time scale is obtained in a straightforward way. For higher-order moments, such as
the variance and skewness, a monotonically decreasing function can be used to describe
their behaviour as a function of scale k. Characteristic functions of this form are the survival
functions of distribution models and functions of theoretical autocorrelation structures.

Here, we focus on the necessary elements (in terms of minimum required statistical
information) to set up two types of typical stochastic simulation models, i.e., pulse- and
Nataf-based models. Specifically, we employ parametric functions to model (a) probability
of zero value (no demand), (b) variance, (c) L-variation and (d) L-skewness. The first statistic
indicates whether there is a probability mass concentrated at zero, quantifying the in-
termittent behaviour of a process, typically exhibited at fine time scales for the physical
(e.g., rainfall) and non-physical processes (e.g., water demand). It can be estimated directly
from the observed data as the ratio of the number of zero values over the total number of
observations. Variance belongs to the category of the classical central moments and quan-
tifies the dispersion of data values around their mean. The variance of a time-averaged
or time-aggregated process as a function of the time scale averaging or aggregating is
known as the climacogram [37]. Among other advantages, the climacogram expresses the
second central moment of the process as a function of the time scale, and hence, any other
second-order property, such as the auto-correlation function, can derive from it and vice
versa [18]. From a practical point of view, this essentially implies that the downscaling of
the variance at finer scales also leads to the reconstruction of the auto-dependence structure,
a core element of stochastic modelling. The estimation of classical product moments for
orders beyond two is typically considered unreliable for small samples and processes
characterized by non-Gaussian behaviour, and in general, their use is deemed less appro-
priate for the selection and fitting of marginal distributions (e.g., [38]). On the contrary,
L-moments [33] have better statistical behaviour and provide more reliable estimations
of higher-order moments since they are less sensitive to outliers. Here, we employ the
dimensionless measures L-variation, τ2 = λ2/λ1, and L-skewness, τ3 = λ3/λ2, defined as
ratios of L-moments λi, which are typically used in model selection and fitting. L-variation
is analogous to the conventional coefficient of variation and expresses the variability of
a sample, while for positive random variables, such as water demand, L-variation takes
values in the range [0, 1]. L-skewness is a dimensionless measure of asymmetry, analogous
to the skewness coefficient, and can take positive or negative values in the range [−1, 1].
L-skewness equaling to zero implies a symmetric distribution, whereas the distribution is
right or left skewed for positive and negative values, respectively.
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In the present work, we employ two different parsimonious parametric functions to
model the scaling behaviour of the four above-described key statistical characteristics, also
enabling their downscaling. Specifically, for the modelling of variance over scales, we use
a re-parameterised version of the generalised Cauchy-type climacogram [18] that provides
the flexibility to control independently the scaling behaviour of variance at lower and
coarser scales. For the probability of no demand, L-variation and L-skewness, a parametric
model, initially proposed by Koutsoyiannis [29] for the multi-scale description of rainfall
occurrence process, is used. The description and mathematical expressions of the two
models are given in the next two sections.

2.2. Multi-Scale Modelling of Variance and Auto-Dependence Structure

As mentioned above, climacogram expresses the variance of a process as a function of
time scale k and for the above discrete-time aggregated and averaged process is defined
as Γ(k) := Var

[
X(k)

l

]
and γ(k) := Var

[
x(k)l

]
, respectively [37]. The climacograms of the

aggregated and averaged process are interrelated according to the following equation:

γ(k) =
Γ(k)

k2 (3)

The auto-covariance function of a discrete-time averaged process at any time scale k,
denoted as c(k)τ := Cov

[
x(k)l , x(k)l+τ

]
, is obtained directly by the climacogram γ(k) according

to the formula [18]:

c(k)τ :=
1
k2

(
Γ(|τ + 1|k)− Γ(|τ − 1|k)

2
− Γ(|τ|k)

)
(4)

where τ is the time lag. The auto-correlation function is the auto-covariance function stan-
dardised by the variance and it is given as ρ

(k)
τ = c(k)τ /γ(k).

Inversely, the climacogram can be obtained via the known auto-covariance function
of the averaged process at the basic time scale k = 1, following:

γ(k) :=

(
c(1)0 k + 2

k−1

∑
τ=1

(k− τ)c(1)τ

)
/k2 (5)

In a similar manner, other second-order properties of a process such as the power
spectrum (i.e., Fourier transformation of the covariance function) and the structure function
(also known as variogram or semivariogram) can also derive from the climacogram (see
Koutsoyiannis [18] for further details). The climacogram is characterised by simplicity and
directness since it is based solely on the concept of variance. In essence, only a standard
statistical estimator for variance is required to compile the empirical climacogram from
observed series, as is becoming evident in the above equations. Compared to other second-
order properties (e.g., auto-covariance and power spectrum), the climacogram has a much
smoother shape, while its estimation is subject to less bias and statistical variation, and
hence it behaves better in model identification and fitting [39].

As a parametric function to model the variance of water demand processes over time
scale k, we employ the parsimonious, and theoretically consistent (i.e., it results in positive
definite dependence structures), Cauchy-type climacogram introduced by Koutsoyiannis [18]
to describe the stochastic behaviour of hydrometeorological processes. Specifically, we
introduce and employ the following re-parameterised expression of this climacogram,
which directly involves the variance of the process at the basic time scale γ(1):

γ(k) = γ(1)
(

α2M + k2M

α2M + 1

) H−1
M

(6)
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where k is the time scale, α is the scale parameter of time with dimensions of [t], H is
the Hurst coefficient and M the smoothness (or fractal) parameter. The parameter α is
used to establish the necessary dimensional consistency, while H and M are dimensionless
shape parameters in the interval (0, 1], determining the global ( k→ ∞ ) and local ( k→ 0)
properties of the process, respectively.

The above parametric function is characterised by high flexibility and covers a wide
range of dependence structures, allowing for independent control of global (large time
scales) and local (small time scales) properties of the process (i.e., asymptotic behaviour)
depending on the values of the shape parameters H and M, respectively. H > 1/2 and
H < 1/2 indicate a persistent and anti-persistent process, respectively, while M < 1/2
and M > 1/2 indicate a rough and a smooth process, respectively (see [18] for further
information). In general, the process exhibits the behaviour of the Markovian model
at small time scales (identical if M = 1/2, or similar if M 6= 1/2) and the behaviour
of the Hurst-Kolmogorov (HK) [40] process for large time scales. For small values of the
scale parameter α ( α→ 0), the above model tends to the purely HK process, while for
H = M = 1/2 the process behaves practically according to the Markovian structure.

Focusing on water demand processes, the above model consists of an a priori adequate
choice for the description of the scaling behaviour of variance, since it is consistent with
recent findings in the literature (e.g., [10,11]) that indicate the varying profile of the auto-
dependence properties of water demand which appears strong at fine scales (e.g., up
to 5 min) tending quickly to zero as the level of aggregation becomes higher (e.g., from
15 min up to 1 h). Furthermore, the fact that the model always results in theoretically
consistent (positive–definite) dependence structures allows its implementation in a lower-
or higher-scale extrapolation framework to reconstruct the variance.

Depending on the availability of the observed data and the scales of interest, the
model can be parameterised on the basis of different ranges of temporal scales, maintaining
the limiting properties imposed by the parameters (asymptotic behaviours at the small and
large scales). Evidently, the use of a wider range of scales, which provides information
for both local and global properties, leads to a better characterisation/identification of the
entire stochastic behaviour of the process. The parameters of the model can be obtained
via an optimisation procedure by minimizing the distance (error), such as the one given in
Equation (2), between the observed and the modelled variance.

2.3. Multi-Scale Modelling of Bounded Statistics (Probability of Zero Value, L-Variance,
L-Skewness)

In contrast to variance, the other three statistical quantities studied, i.e., probability of
zero value (no demand), L-variation and L-skewness, are bounded in specific ranges. The
probability of zero value, pND := P(X = 0), expresses the probability mass concentrated at
zero and takes values in the range [0, 1], and the range is the same for values of L-variation,
τ2, for the positive random variables. Moreover, empirical evidence suggests that typical
physical (e.g., rainfall) and non-physical (e.g., water demand) processes, at fine time scales,
are right-skewed variables [23,41,42], with L-skewness, τ3, varying in [0, 1].

To model the scaling behaviour of the above three bounded statistical quantities and
allow extrapolations to lower and higher temporal scales, we employ a parsimonious
parametric model, initially proposed by Koutsoyiannis [29], for the multi-scale description
of rainfall occurrence process, while recently it was implemented to model the probability
of the occurrence of extreme (peak-over-threshold) events [43]. In the realm of water
demand processes, Kossieris [23] showed that the model adequately describes the scaling
behaviour of the probability of no demand of different households across a wide range of
fine time scales, i.e., from 1 sec up to 1 h.
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The parametric function that is used to describe a bounded statistical quantity m(k),
where, depending on the statistic at hand, m(k) = p(k) for the probability of no demand,
m(k) = τ

(k)
2 for L-variation or m(k) = τ

(k)
3 for L-skewness, is formulated as [29]:

m(k) = m[1+(ξ − 1/η−1)(k−1)]
η

(7)

where m := m(1) is the statistical quantity at a basic scale (i.e., k = 1), whereas ξ and η
are the model parameters varying in the interval [0, 1]. The model is flexible enough to
obtain different forms depending on the values of its parameters. In general, Equation (7)
entails an exponentially decaying tail. For parameter value η = 1, the model exhibits a high
decaying rate (that of the Markovian dependence structure), while a model with a heavier
tail is obtained for η < 1. It is highlighted that the inequality ξ ≥ 1/2η must be satisfied to
allow backward extrapolation at temporal scales lower than the basic one (i.e., k < 1).

The estimation of the two parameters can be conducted on the basis of the empirical
estimations of the statistical quantities as obtained from the observed records for each scale
of temporal averaging k. The fitting of the above parametric function can be simplified
if we force it to interpolate exactly known values of the statistic at two temporal scales.
Moreover, assuming that the statistic is known at two temporal scales l and o, i.e., m(l) and
m(o), respectively, parameter ξ can be obtained by [29]:

ξ =

[
(o− 1)α1/η − (l − 1)
(o− 2)α1/η − (l − 2)

]η

, where a =
− ln m(l)

− ln m(o)
(8)

Following the above equations, the unknown parameters in Equation (7) are parameter
η and the statistic at the basic scale, m, while the fitting problem is further simplified to
only one control parameter (i.e., parameter η) in the case that the two temporal scales are
l = 1 (basic scale) and o = 2, since ξ = α. In all cases, the free parameters can be estimated
numerically via an optimization procedure by minimizing the difference between the
observed and the modelled m(k) at the temporal scales k of interest.

Further to parsimony and theoretical consistency, the selection and implementation
of the above parametric model in a lower-scale extrapolation context is advocated by the
fact that the statistical quantity at the basic scale, m, is also a free parameter of the model.
Having said this, by assuming that the basic scale is identical to the scale of extrapolation
j, parameter m becomes identical to the unknown quantity m(j), and hence we allow its
direct involvement in the optimisation problem as a control variable.

In this work, we implement and demonstrate the above-described downscaling
methodology for the case of residential water demand processes. The above paramet-
ric functions are an a priori adequate choice for the description of the scaling behaviour
of the statistical quantities of this process. In particular, empirical analysis (e.g., [10,11])
indicates that the auto-dependence structure of water demand appears strong at fine scales
(e.g., up to 5 min) tending quickly to zero as the level of aggregation becomes higher
(e.g., from 15 min up to 1 h). Moreover, empirical evidence suggests that water demand at
hourly and sub-hourly scales is a right-skewed process [23,41] with L-skewness, τ3, varying
in [0, 1]. The next section presents the performance of the methodology in the downscaling
of the probability of zero value (no demand), variance, L-variation and L-skewness, for a
large number of records, while the role of this methodology in a more integrated framework
for the enrichment of water demand records is further discussed in Section 4.

3. Demonstration of the Methodology

The general methodological framework to downscale (reconstruct) statistical quanti-
ties at lower temporal scales was applied and evaluated on the basis of the widely used
dataset of demand measurements from Milford (Ohio, USA) [44]. Here, we use the record
from 11 May to 10 June 1997 (31 days) of 21 households, also used by Alvisi et al. [22,45].
The raw data were recorded on a time step of 1 s and are available in the form of pulses
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defined by an origin in continuous time, a duration and an intensity. To obtain the discrete-
time series at higher temporal levels, the raw data were discretised, and the total water
volume at each time interval (e.g., 1 min) was obtained by summing up the volumes of
pulses that are active in this interval.

To cope with the diurnal variation (seasonality) of water demand, we treated the de-
mand process within each hour of the day as stationary. For each household, 24 individual
records were formulated and the statistical quantities of interest m(k) were estimated at
the different temporal aggregation levels k. Consequently, the analysis was not conducted
on the basis of the 21 individual records, but upon 504 (i.e., 24 × 21) sets of observed m(k)
values. In this demo case, we downscaled at finer time scales the four above-discussed
statistical quantities, i.e., m(k) may represent the probability of zero value (no demand)
p(k)ND, variance γ(k), L-variation τ

(k)
2 or L-skewness τ

(k)
3 at scale k.

The problem studied is the downscaling of the four statistics at the scale of 1 min, i.e., m̂(1),
based on the coarser-level estimations up to the hourly scale. Specifically, we examined
two different scenarios, assuming that the 5 or 10 min water demand measurements were
available, respectively. In the first case, the observed m(k) values at the 5, 10, 15, 30 and
60 min scales were assumed known (referred to as Scenario 5-min), while in the second
scenario the scales 10, 15, 30 and 60 min are involved (referred to as Scenario 10-min). The
two scenarios evaluate the methodology by assuming, as known, a different fine time scale,
aiming also to provide evidence on the good resolution for water demand measurements,
and hence the features (specifications) of metering devices, which allow reliable estimates
of the statistics studied at finer temporal scales to be obtained.

To allow the downscaling of the variance (and hence, of the auto-dependence struc-
ture) at finer scales, the parametric function of Equation (6) was employed and fitted by
minimizing the error metric given in Equation (2). In Scenario 5-min, the γ(5), γ(10), γ(15),
γ(30) and γ(60) values were inserted in the objective function, while in Scenario 10-min the
minimisation was conducted on the basis of γ(10), γ(15), γ(30) and γ(60). A similar approach
was followed for the three bounded statistical quantities, using the consistent parametric
function given in Equation (7). The computational procedure has been implemented in
the R programming language [46], and, particularly, the fitting was performed using the
evolutionary algorithms of the DEoptim package [47].

An indicative comparison between the observed and modelled values, from 1 min
up to 1 h scale, are presented in Figures 2 and 3 for Scenario 5-min and Scenario 10-min,
respectively. Note that each row in these figures displays the results of the downscaling
methodology for a specific statistical characteristic, for three selected households and
hourly intervals. The modelled values of the statistic, at the temporal scales inserted in the
optimisation problem, are displayed via solid black lines (right of the grey vertical line),
and the values obtained from downscaling at lower scales are represented via dashed black
lines (left of the grey vertical line). It is evident that, for both scenarios, the parametric
functions reproduce almost exactly the values (orange points) used in the fitting, while
the agreement between the values obtained from downscaling and the observed ones is
remarkably good.

A summary of the overall performance evaluation of the downscaling methodology,
on the basis of 504 individual records, is given in Figures 4 and 5, for Scenario 5-min and
Scenario 10-min, respectively. In all plots, the error metric studied for the variance is the
percentage difference, ε (%), between the observed and the modelled variance, from 1 min
up to 1 h (a positive error indicates an underestimation of the observed value). On the
other hand, we employed the simple difference, ε, between the observed and the modelled
values for the three bounded statistical characteristics, since the percentage error provides
misleading results when small quantities are compared. The box plots and scatter plots
provide an overall assessment of the performance of the methodology across time scales,
while the histograms focus especially on the error at the lowest scale (i.e., 1 min). It is noted
that, in the box plots presented herein, the boxes contain 50% of the central values, while the
upper and lower fences of the whiskers correspond to the 5% and 95% empirical quantile
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points, defining the 90% empirical variation range (EVR) for the values. Furthermore, in the
plots presented herein the black color signifies the values of the four statistical quantities
which are assumed known (along with orange points displaying the mean error in the box
plots), while brighter colors are used for the downscaled values.
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For the three bounded statistical quantities (i.e., p(k)ND, τ
(k)
2 and τ

(k)
3 ), the results show

that there is a high agreement between the observed and downscaled values for both
scenarios (see the first three rows in Figures 4 and 5). The R2 values were found higher
than 0.97 for all statistics in the two scenarios. As indicated by the red vertical lines in the
histograms, which define a 90% EVR, the errors for the lowest scale of downscaling lie in a
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narrow range very close to zero. It is worth noting that the wider 90% EVR was obtained
for L-skewness (τ(k)

3 ), whose downscaling (at least in theory) is a more challenging task
since it is a higher-order moment, and hence, more sensitive to outliers. Interestingly, even
in this case, the 90% EVR for this statistic and Scenario 10-min (Figure 5), were found to be
approximately equal to [−0.05, 0.09].
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Moving to the variance (the last row in the next two figures), Figures 4j and 5j show
that the dispersion of errors, as indicated by the range of boxes and the 90% EVR, increases
as the temporal scale decreases. However, in all cases, the mean error (blue dots) remains
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close to the zero values. At the lowest scale (i.e., 1 min), the great majority of error values
lies within the interval [−70%, 40%] for Scenario 5-min, while for Scenario 10-min, the 90%
EVR becomes wider (i.e., [−195%, 50%]). Evidenced by the histogram in Figure 5l, this is
attributed to a higher underestimation in the variances of some records, while the great
majority of errors remain in the interval [−50%, 50%], as in the case of Scenario 5-min
(Figure 4l). For both scenarios, it is argued that the methodology provided a satisfactory
downscaling of the variance even down to the finest time scale of 1 min. To provide a better
picture of the size of the errors, we note that an observed and downscaled variance equal to
3.40 and 5.97 L2/min2, respectively, gives a percentage error approximately equal to −75%.
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As discussed in the next section, the accuracy of the downscaling could be further
improved by informing the methodology with evidence on the scaling behaviour of the
statistics on the basis of a large-scale analysis of the available water demand datasets.

4. Discussion
4.1. Setting the Challenge

The advent of smart metering systems [1,2] has unfolded new streams of water
demand data at fine temporal (e.g., even down to a scale of 1 s) and spatial (e.g., at the
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household or even appliance level) scales. The deployment of smart systems is expected
to continue [48], promising new opportunities and significant benefits for both water
utilities, consumers (end-users), researchers and product developers (e.g., see [3,5,49] and
references therein). However, the current availability of water demand measurements of
fine resolution (e.g., 1 min or lower time step) remains limited, both in terms of the length
of records and the number of meters.

A recent comprehensive review and comparative study of a large number of available
water demand datasets by Di Mauro et al. [50] revealed a negative correlation between the
dataset size and sampling frequency, while high-resolution datasets (i.e., with 5–10 s sam-
pling resolution) at the end-use (fixture) level have a short time series length, spanning from
a few days to weeks and include only a few units or tens of homes. The massive installation
and actual large-scale deployment of such smart water systems with high-resolution meter-
ing capabilities are currently hampered by several factors. These mainly concern (see [3]
and references therein): (a) the high cost of such metering infrastructures; (b) privacy and
regulation issues associated with data protection and security; (c) reluctance of water utili-
ties to change and invest in such systems, associated also with the unclear tradeoff between
their benefits and costs (see also [5]); and (d) technological limitations regarding the power-
autonomy and battery life of metering devices, the reliability of the wireless network and
telemetry systems and the performance of hardware and software components to handle
the new stream of large data. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the commercially
available smart metering devices typically provide data with resolutions down to 5 min,
while readings at higher sampling rates require ad-hoc and customised modifications
to the devices and the related software [4]. In this context, these lower-resolution, yet
less expensive and energy-efficient (in terms of autonomy and longer lifetime) metering
devices concentrate (at least in theory) much greater potentiality for a quicker and wider
deployment in the near future.

Having said the above, a major question that arises is whether and to what extent
it is possible to support and uptake uncertainty-aware modelling tasks (e.g., see [51–58]),
which require demand data at fine spatio-temporal scales, in a cost-effective way, i.e., without
necessarily resorting to the expensive and impractical ubiquitous installation of smart me-
tering devices with super-high logging capabilities at every single household, but instead
by exploiting the currently available coarser-resolution measurements. This challenge
has been essentially embraced by the non-intrusive end-use disaggregation algorithms
where the task at hand is the breakdown of the total water demand of a household into
the individual end-uses (fixtures), instead of installing on-device high-resolution sensors
(e.g., see [59,60]).

On the contrary, despite its practical and operational significance, such a non-intrusive
approach to support the parameterisation of stochastic simulation models at fine time
scales of interest, having available only coarser-resolution measurements, has received
much less attention. This work attempts a first step towards this direction, proposing a
methodological framework that allows the downscaling of statistical quantities at fine time
scales, which are essential (in terms of the minimum required statistical information) for
the parameterization of the stochastic simulation models.

Such reconstructions can favor the wider uptake of models that target especially the
simulation of discrete-time water demand processes (e.g., [10,12,20–22]), rather than the
reproduction of the characteristics of individual water demand events per se (e.g., [61–65]).
In this modelling approach, the reproduction of the marginal (distributional) characteristics
and spatio-temporal dependences of the discrete-time process is a key requirement. In this
modelling direction, the work of Kossieris et al. [12] proposed a single modelling strategy
applicable to the processes of any (fine or coarse) time scale and able to explicitly reproduce
the peculiarities of demand processes (e.g., intermittency, skewed distributions, periodicity
and temporal dependence). This modelling approach allows the preservation of the given
marginal distribution and dependence structure of the water demand process by coupling
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the widely used class of linear stochastic models (e.g., autoregressive models) with the
concept of Nataf’s [66] joint distribution model [13,15,19,67,68].

In this work, we implemented and demonstrated the downscaling methodology
in four key statistical quantities, i.e., variance, probability of zero value (no demand),
L-variance and L-skewness. The appropriate reproduction of these properties of the water
demand process is of high importance and practical interest in hydraulic and quality mod-
elling applications since they influence important aspects of water distribution networks.
The probability of no demand, along with the spatio-temporal dependence of the structures
of the process, is directly associated with the probability of stagnation (i.e., zero flow in
a pipe) and the travel times, which in turn determine the qualitative characteristics of
water, especially in peripheral parts of the network where the households served (usually
a small number) directly influenced the flow (e.g., see [69,70]). The proper identification
and reproduction of the characteristics of a no demand state are also crucial in the analysis of
leakages of a network since their detection and estimation are typically conducted under
the condition of minimum night demands, during which, the probability of no demand
receives the highest values. Furthermore, the temporal and spatial dependences exhibited
in water demand processes influence important aspects of water distribution systems, such
as the nodal pressures, the system’s resilience, restoration time etc., and their adequate
representation is of high importance (see [22] and references therein). Finally, L-skewness, as
a higher-order moment, is associated with the tail behavior (extremes) of the distribution
model and hence is related to peak demand values.

4.2. Towards Cost-Effective Enrichment of Water Demand Records

The present work embraces the key role of high-resolution water demand data in the
parameterization of the above-mentioned stochastic models; however, at the same time, it
recognises reality, i.e., we are still far from the era of large-scale deployment of intrusive
smart metering devices with high-resolution capabilities at every single household. In
light of the above, it is argued that it is of high practical and operational interest to
develop methods and tools that will provide remedies to the general unavailability of
high-resolution water demand measurements in a cost-effective way.

Moving one step forward, in this section we place the downscaling methodology into
an integrated modelling framework for the enhancement of the availability of information
on water demand processes (in terms of data and statistics) at fine time scales, taking ad-
vantage of the available coarser-resolution measurements. The key pillars of this integrated
modelling framework are outlined below [23]:

[a] Multi-scale analysis of the available water demand datasets to obtain evidence on the
marginal and stochastic characteristics of the process;

[b] Methodologies to downscale essential elements (e.g., statistical quantities), involved in
stochastic modelling of demand processes at finer scales;

[c] Stochastic simulation methodologies to support the disaggregation of coarser-resolution
measurements into finer increments, with an emphasis on the reproduction of the marginal
and stochastic behaviour of the processes at multiple scales, simultaneously.

The analysis and modelling of water demand characteristics on a multi-scale basis
have been adopted by other relevant research works. Magini et al. [34], and then Vertom-
men et al. [71], studied the scaling laws of the expected value of the mean, variance and
covariance of water demand series as a function of the number of aggregated users (assum-
ing the sum of a representative unit user), taking into account only the cross-covariance
among single-user demands. Vertommen et al. [35] re-examined the issue, incorporating
the space-time covariance function and extending the concept for the covariance between
two groups of users with different characteristics. Such scaling laws (also for peak water
demands) were recently used by Magini et al. [72] in an operational concept to generate a
synthetic spatially correlated demand series at the nodes of a network. In contrast to the
above-mentioned studies, here we conduct a multi-temporal description and modelling
of key statistical quantities of the water demand process at the spatial level of a single
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household, which essentially is the unit user. In this vein, it is argued that the derivation of
a variety of such scaling laws for the unit user can support a more realistic implementation
of the bottom-up approach, going beyond the crude hypothesis for just one user that is
repeatedly superposed to construct the water consumption of a node.

In the framework of the second pillar, it is argued that the existing water demand
datasets (see the review in [50]) have a key role to play towards the enrichment of water
demand measurements in a cost-effective way. They are a valuable source of information
from which we can extract concrete, and possibly transferable, evidence-based insights
into the marginal and stochastic properties of the processes. Such knowledge can find
applicability in cases where no demand measurements are available, or when the sample
size does not support the reliable analysis and modelling of the process. The existing
datasets can provide the required information regarding the structure and the level of the
complexity of the process, and hence can dictate the form of the methods and tools required
to model it. In such a context, Kossieris and Makropoulos [41] examined the suitability of
candidate distribution models to describe the marginal behaviour of water demand records
from different households at fine time scales. Moreover, the second pillar (i.e., approaches
to downscale/reconstruct essential elements to allow stochastic modelling, such as that
presented herein) can be substantially favored by evidence-based insights derived from the
analysis of a large number of high-resolution datasets in a wide range of spatio-temporal
scales. For instance, prior knowledge on the scaling behaviour of the process at finer scales
can be incorporated in downscaling approaches, eventually leading to the improvement of
the estimation of unknown quantities. In this vein, the employment of parsimonious, and
theoretically consistent, parametric functions with knowable and explainable parameters
is of high importance in order to facilitate their transferability.

Finally, the third pillar takes advantage of the other two components since they can
provide the essential information to parameterise a model and generate a synthetic water
demand series at a scale of interest. For instance, in the case of an absence of measurements
in a household, a model’s parameterization can be conducted by exploiting information by
a pool of evidence on the marginal and stochastic characteristics required by the model.
The assignment of values on these characteristics could be conducted in a fully random
manner, or, for instance, on the basis of their empirical distributions, as derived by large-
scale analysis (in pillar [a]), or via more sophisticated approaches (e.g., an analysis that
also takes into account the profiles of the households). Beyond the case of an ungauged
household, another case in focus is that of a household with available coarser-resolution
measurements. In this case, the key statistical characteristics required to set up a pulse- or
Nataf-based stochastic simulation scheme can be obtained via the procedures described in
Section 2 (pillar [c]). Further to the simulation of the process at a single temporal level, this
case can be benefited from stochastic approaches that generate synthetic, yet stochastically
consistent, realisations of the process at a finer temporal scale given the available coarser-
resolution series. This problem holds a prominent position in the multi-scale modelling of
hydrometeorological processes (e.g., rainfall, runoff, temperature, wind), where the concept
of disaggregation is typically involved (see [68,73,74] and references therein). Stochastic
disaggregation entails the generation of a synthetic series that reproduces the marginal and
stochastic characteristics at a finer scale and is fully consistent with (i.e., sum up exactly to)
the given values at a coarser level. In the field of water demand modelling, such approaches
have been implemented in a stochastic top-down allocation concept to disaggregate the total
water demands to the nodes of a system (e.g., [45,75]), but the temporal disaggregation
of water demand series at fine temporal scales has received much less attention. In this
vein, the cost-effective enhancement of fine-resolution water demand measurements can
be favored by relevant developments from the field of hydrometeorological modelling
(e.g., [68,74]), which also reports similar practical applicability in the enhancement of
limited and short rainfall series at hourly and sub-hourly scales.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research

In this work, we proposed a generally applicable methodological framework for the
downscaling of statistical quantities at fine time scales based solely on coarser-resolution
measurements. In a nutshell, the methodological framework is composed of three key elements:

(a) Multi-temporal analysis of statistical quantities;
(b) Use of parametric functions to model their multi-temporal behaviour;
(c) Exploitation of extrapolation capabilities of these functions to downscale statistics at

finer scales, based on estimates at coarser scales.

The framework has been presented in the context of temporal downscaling, but it
can also be readily implemented for spatial downscaling, with k representing the scale of
spatial aggregation or averaging. Specifically, we applied the methodology for the tem-
poral downscaling of the probability of zero value, variance, L-variation and L-skewness,
which are used to parameterise typical stochastic simulation models, e.g., pulse-based
schemes [6,10,11] or Nataf-based models [12,13,15]. In this vein, we examined and demon-
strated the efficiency of the methodology in the case of residential water demand, where
such developments can find wide applicability due to the limited availability of high-
resolution observed series, both in terms of the length and number of meters. Specifically,
we examined the downscaling of the above four statistics down to the scale of 1 min scale,
assuming two different scenarios of data availability (i.e., 5 min and 10 min sampling reso-
lution). The implementation of the methodology on 504 individual records (i.e., 24 hourly
intervals × 21 households) from the Milford dataset [44] showed that a very good approx-
imation of the unknown statistical quantities can be achieved. As expected, the use of
5 min data (Scenario 5-min) allowed a better approximation of the observed values. For
the three bounded statistical quantities (i.e., p(k)ND, τ

(k)
2 and τ

(k)
3 ), the errors (i.e., simple

differences between the real and downscaled values) lie in a narrow range close to zero
(i.e., [−0.05, 0.05]), while for the variance (i.e., γ(k)) the great majority of errors (percentage
differences between the real and downscaled values) at the finest time scale (i.e., 1 min)
lie in the interval [−70%, 40%]. A good approximation of statistics was also achieved
for Scenario 10-min, with the error of bounded statistics varying in [−0.05, 0.09] and the
great majority of errors between observed and modelled variances being in the interval
[−50%, 50%].

Going one step further, this work discusses an interesting option to enrich water
demand datasets at fine time scales by taking advantage of cost-effective smart metering
solutions, rather than resorting to costly and intrusive high-resolution metering systems.
Toward this direction, in our view, the lower-scale reconstruction (downscaling) of es-
sential statistical quantities can be part of a more integrated modelling framework. As
discussed, the other two key pillars of this framework are a) pools of evidence-based in-
sights from the available water demand datasets that can directly inform and substantially
improve methodologies such as that presented herein, and b) stochastic disaggregation
methodologies to generate synthetic water demand series at finer time scales given mea-
surements at coarser ones (a concept that holds a prominent position in the study of
hydrometeorological processes).

Furthermore, future research could focus on two key aspects. The first concerns
the downscaling methodology per se, which could be further extended by (a) incorpo-
rating and testing alternative parametric functions for the multi-temporal modelling of
the statistical quantities of interest, (b) embedding of potentially available exogenous
information (e.g., nearby measurements) and (c) also accounting for the spatial dimen-
sion, which implies the simultaneous multi-scale modelling of both temporal and spatial
dimensions (i.e., through the use of spatiotemporal parametric functions, which can be
constructed through the combination of individual models, such as that of Equation (7),
in a way analogous to the construction of separable or non-separable spatiotemporal
correlation structures).

The second aspect concerns the modelling and understanding of water demand pro-
cesses. Subsequent research efforts could involve the multi-temporal analysis of large
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water demand datasets to maximize evidence-based knowledge and eventually parameter
transferability (e.g., to poorly metered households or areas). Undoubtedly, further imple-
mentation and evaluation of the downscaling methodology presented in this work using
large datasets, on the basis of key factors, such as the characteristics of the households
(e.g., set-up, the profile of users), and for even finer time scales (i.e., down to 1 s), would
further consolidate its applicability and efficiency. It is argued that an analysis of this type
would provide more concrete insights on the tradeoff between accuracy and sampling reso-
lution, which eventually determines the characteristics of a cost-effective smart metering
system and gives an answer to the key question: “What is the benefit of installing a smart
device with higher metering capabilities?”.
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